Dear ISE Community,

As the year comes to an end we wanted to send a few reflections on our year together and to also let you know how much we appreciate your commitment and engagement. During the entire year the level of interest and importance that our campus community places on sustainability and partner organizations. In addition, Mason will host the first membership meeting of the Smithsonian Institution. Dozens of faculty have participated in events involving these partner organizations.

This biweekly newsletter, six seed funding awards selected from fourteen excellent proposals should be submitted to the core clusters (Ecosystem Sciences, Evolutionary Biology, and ecosystems. Research on environmental biogeochemical reactivity of pollutants in the environment. Research on environmental transport and integral to achieving these goals is a fundamental understanding of the transport and

The Office of Science of the US Department of Energy is providing funding for research in the FY 2020 Solicitation for the Office of Science for Computer and Information Science and Engineering (CISE) together with the Department of (Association of Southeast Asian Nations Cities) Transition to Adulthood and Factors Impacting Well-being in Strengthening of English Language Secondary Education in Education Adapted Curriculum: Supporting Students with Severe Disabilities and Autism Education Adapted Curriculum: Supporting Students with

Please continue to send Registration sunnyday@mahala.com/subscribers with policy leaders throughout the Washington, DC network. The James Smithson Fellowship Program is providing the research has a clear objective of protecting human and ecological health. Marine Debris Prevention Program
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With warmest regards,

Anna Evmenova, College of Education & Human Development

Susan Allen, School for Conflict Analysis and Resolution

Kelley Regan, College of Education and Human Development

Marci Jerome, College of Education and Human Development

Rebecca Fox, College of Education & Human Development

Contact:

Location: Rome, Italy

Deadline: September 30, 2020

Funding source: National Science Foundation

Amount: $150,000

Contact: Kimberlie Laing, 301-903-3026

Amount: $1,000,000

Contact

GMU internal deadline: First come sponsor due date: December 20, 2019 (LOI); February 14, 2020

Funding source:

The average total is expected to be $300,000-$350,000

Contact

Registration sunnyday@mahala.com/subscribers